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Abstract—Falls pose a substantial threat to human safety and can quickly 
result in disastrous repercussions. This threat is particularly true for the elderly, 
where falls are the leading cause of hospitalization and injury-related death. A 
fall that is detected and responded to quickly has a lower danger and long-term 
impact. Many real-time fall detection solutions are available; however, these so-
lutions have specific privacy, maintenance, and proper use issues. Vision-based 
fall event detection has the benefit of being completely private and straightfor-
ward to use and maintain. However, in real-world scenarios, falls are diverse 
and result in high detection instability. This study proposes a novel vision-based 
technique for fall detection and analyzes an extracted skeleton to define human 
postures. OpenPose can be used to get skeletal information about the human 
body. It identifies a fall using three critical parameters: the center of the value 
of the head and shoulder coordinates, the critical points of the shoulder coordi-
nates, and the distance between the center of the skeleton's head and the floor 
with the angle between the center of the shoulders and the ground. Our pro-
posed methodology was effective, with a classification accuracy of 97.7%. 

Keywords—fall down, human skeleton, skeleton tracking  

1 Introduction 

In the realm of computer vision, understanding and detecting human behavior re-
mains a crucial and challenging task [1]. It is useful in a range of research scenarios, 
including elder surveillance, intelligent surveillance cameras, human-computer inter-
action, and analyzing video information [2] [3]. It can be divided into two groups 
based on the identification objectives: the identification and classification of normal 
human behavior [4] [5] and the detection and warning of abnormal human behavior 
[6]. Elderly people are more likely to be affected by falls that result in devastating 
injuries or death. The most common adverse effects of falls are fractures and long-
term illnesses, which result in incapacity, loss of independence, and psychological 
worry about falling again[7]. Falling puts the elderly at risk for severe or moderate 
injuries, as well as putting a psychological and financial burden on them and their 
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families [8]. In this scenario, it is critical to identify the elderly's falls immediately 
and effectively to provide emergency aid [9]. In summary, persons who fall and can-
not request aid must be identified and treated as soon as possible [7] [10].  

Sensor-based and vision-based fall detection systems are both available. The sen-
sor-based system [3] [11] allows inexpensive systems to be built utilizing simple 
sensors; however, these systems must be connected to a human body. The manufac-
turing environment requires vision-based systems that do not need to connect to a 
body [12]. These devices may be portable with a microcontroller attached to the cam-
era for real-time processing and analysis, or they could merely be cameras that send 
the video stream to a centralized computer for processing [13]. The detection of a 
moving object continues to be a difficult task [14]. Several traditional methods ac-
complish detection and classification. Among current approaches, deep learning with 
neural networks is highly promising in terms of its capability, but quite demanding in 
terms of the processing time required [15]. This paper provides a new fall detection 
system. This procedure processes every frame. It uses the 2D Pose Estimation using 
the Part Affinity Fields skeleton extraction algorithm [16] to obtain the skeletal data 
file of humans on the screen, which was captured by a surveillance video [17]. Hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates represent each node in a planar coordinate system. The 
conditions determine the fall behavior and whether a person can stand alone after 
falling by examining the coordinates of the center of the head to the center of the 
shoulders the line between the shoulder points, the distance between the center of the 
head and ground, and the angle of the centerline of the human body with the ground. 

Health care employees may utilize our research findings to recognize actions 
quickly and accurately in real-time from vast amounts of video data from a surveil-
lance system and respond swiftly and effectively in an emergency. In addition, it can 
improve intellectual awareness of public safety. As a result, reliable human fall detec-
tion in public situations has economic and social ramifications. 

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. The second section contains re-
lated work. The third section depicts system models, while Section 4 depicts experi-
mental outcomes. Finally, the fifth section is the conclusion. 

2 Related work 

Since cameras are so common in modern society, they are increasingly utilized to 
acquire helpful information. They are well-known tools in vision-based fall recogni-
tion systems. To identify or avoid falls several studies have used depth thermal sen-
sors, RGB cameras, cameras (Kinect), or even a combination of cameras to monitor 
body size, head trajectory, or body position changes. Jin Zhang et al. proposed a mod-
el of human body position fall recognition named the "five-point inverted pendulum 
model." This model extracts and constructs the pendulum structure of human posture 
in complicated natural scenes using an enhanced two-branch multi-stage convolution-
al neural network model (M-CNN) [7] .Weiming Chen et al. used OpenPose to obtain 
skeleton information from the human body and to detect a fall using three essential 
parameters: velocity of descent at the core of the hip joint, human body centroid an-
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gles with the floor, and externally rectangular width-to-height ratios. This approach 
recognizes the fall-down action with a 97 percent success rate [18]. Fan et al. suggest-
ed a new vision-based method for detecting falls by analyzing extraction features used 
to define human body position. The characteristics are put into a directed acyclic 
graph support vector machine to distinguish four closely related human postures, 
standing, sitting, crouching, and lying. To detect a fall, it counts the number of occur-
rences of laying postures in a restricted time interval. After majority voting, immobili-
ty verification determines a fall event. According to the results of the trials, recogni-
tion of the four postures has an overall accuracy of 97.1 percent, with only 1.0 percent 
of the postures misclassified as lying positions. A fall detection system achieves up to 
95.2 percent fall detection accuracy on a public fall dataset [19]. Liu et al. based their 
work on Kinect. After extensive testing, the researchers developed a novel fall identi-
fication system that quickly and accurately detects human falls. This technique has 
three parts: movement targets depth of image capture, depth image processing, and 
target motion behavior identification. The detection method uses the depth map se-
quence generated by Kinect. Data on fall and bending is obtained and compared in 
this research. The anti-noise performance of the Otsu algorithm is used to process the 
depth map. It simplifies the extraction of the physical outlines. After the contour has 
been removed, a corrosion technique is utilized to secure the edge. The human outer 
rectangle's aspect ratio, the human body's gravity center, and the inclination degree 
are then retrieved [20]. Kong et al. To protect older individuals, our study devised an 
algorithm to recognize dangerous situations in the living room. A depth camera with a 
Canny filter obtained the contour of the binary picture. The outline image that result-
ed was then used to identify falling objects. It collects all white pixels in the outline 
image, calculates their tangent vector angles, and divides them into 15 groups. If the 
majority of tangent angles are less than 45 degrees, a decline is detected [21]. Rafferty 
et al. The computer vision algorithms were combined with a thermal vision sensor 
mounted on the ceiling to detect falls. Traditional approaches have drawbacks, which 
the innovative solution in this method address. On the other hand, vision-based fall 
detection also has several drawbacks, including high computation and storage needs 
to run the real-time algorithm, privacy concerns, and a restricted capture zone that can 
be monitored. A preliminary investigation of this method yielded encouraging find-
ings with a 68 percent accuracy rate, but it also raised concerns about false positives 
[22]. 

3 System modelling 

The five steps in our proposed strategy are: (1) get the human body skeleton infor-
mation using OpenPose, (2) trace the human body with the skeletal information, (3) 
evaluate the first decision condition (the x-coordinate of the head center and the cen-
ter of the shoulders), (4) evaluate the second decision condition (the y-coordinate of 
the shoulder points), and (5) evaluate the third decision condition (the height ratio of 
the human head body to the ground and the angle between the center of the shoulders 
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with the ground). The procedures for implementing our proposed approach appear in 
Figure 1.  

 
Fig. 1. The workflow of our proposed approach 

3.1 Skeleton data information 

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) developed the OpenPose human gesture 
recognition technology, which is based on Convolutional Architecture for Fast Fea-
ture Embedding (Caffe) [16]. It depends on supervised learning and convolutional 
neural networks. In 2017, Carnegie Mellon University researchers released the soft-
ware for OpenPose's human skeleton detection algorithm, enabling real-time target 
tracking while the video is being viewed. It can record COCO (Common Objects in 
Context) human skeletal information and transmit joint information in a color film. 
The OpenPose human key node recognition system can recognize multi-person skele-
tal information in real-time. It employs the feature vector affinity parameter to pro-
duce a hot spot map of critical human nodes after using the top-down human body 
attitude estimation approach to locate key spots on the human body. Human move-
ment, finger movement, facial expression, and other posture evaluations are possible 
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with OpenPose. It is suitable for both an individual and a large group of people, and it 
is highly durable. OpenPose obtains the information of human key nodes from the 
image taken by the surveillance camera. The surveillance film is broken up into 
frames, each of which depicts a human skeleton. The horizontal and vertical coordi-
nate values indicate each joint point's position information, as well as the accuracy of 
each joint point. Unfortunately, the precision of several joints' coordinate positions is 
not perfect. Flaws in the OpenPose algorithm primarily cause this problem, but minor 
deviations in some crucial areas have little impact on the detection of the entire fall 
action. Figure 2 depicts the specific joint points corresponding to each joint point 
number [18].  

 
Fig. 2. Node human skeleton [18] 

3.2 Pose tracking  

The posture tracking method follows the pose estimation. After extracting a pedes-
trian's skeleton model from each image, each individual is connected through the 
frames to identify their pose for the next step. However, a skeleton model is used in 
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an existing method for human pose tracking via actual video. The pedestrian tracking 
might be handled with a more straightforward approach because they move straight at 
a modest speed with much less obstruction. 

The skeleton model's neck and head locations determine the tracking technique. 
Compared to other sections of the body, most of the frames can consistently capture 
the neck and head of the skeleton model. Furthermore, the skeleton model's leg 
movement is considerably greater than each pedestrian's head and neck movement, 
making it impossible to utilize as a tracking reference. The technique efficiently dif-
ferentiates persons from one another and provides them with a unique ID by tracking 
the upper body of each human. Figure 3 depicts the head and neck movement of a 
single pedestrian. 

Because pedestrians travel short distances between adjacent frames, calculating the 
distance between each frame's head and neck is a valuable approach to distinguish 
each individual for tracking. It captures each person's neck and head in a specific 
structure and analyzes the translation movements of the head and neck as a group 
across several frames. The data format for each person's neck and head location is: 

[person_ID, (x_head, y_head), (x_neck, y_neck), point_ID] 
It will be classified as the same person if the x-axis and y-axis of the individual's 

neck and head are within a particular range. 
It saves data for each person to unique files after matching the head and neck coor-

dinates. In one frame, all 14 points of skeleton data, the frame ID, and the person ID 
are recorded. It will be stored as -1 if the posture estimation output yields no data 
record because many pedestrians are moving in and out of the video. To properly 
monitor each person's posture, it must update the array when new people appear in a 
video and cease capturing skeletal data when a person exits. The method compares 
the candidate number to the maximum candidate number recorded to supplement the 
matrix. It expanded the matrix by adding -1 to previous frames and collecting data 
from the current frame if the candidates exceeded the maximum number. If one indi-
vidual vanishes from a video, a penalty value must be added to ensure no data is rec-
orded later [23].  

 
Fig. 3. A single pedestrian’s head and neck movement [23]  
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3.3 First step (check and detect the center of head and shoulder direction of 
key points human body)  

The key points from the center of the human body's head and the shoulder center 
will change from vertical to horizontal during a quick fall. The coordinates of these 
two points are obtained for each image frame by processing the combined data pro-
vided by OpenPose. In the cases of standing, sitting, and walking, it depicts a straight 
line connecting them with an equal or convergent x-coordinate. However, the transi-
tion from standing to falling is rapid, and it is only detected once every 15 frames. s0 
= (x0, y0) and s1 = (x1, y1) are the center of the human head and neck coordinates, 
where the X-coordinates of each are essentially similar in value in the standing situa-
tion. The Y-coordinate is highly variable. If the x and y coordinates exceed a thresh-
old defined in the code, the system signals that the body is starting to fall or tilt. The 
y-axis coordinates of the center of the head and shoulder bodies in the fall are nearly 
equal. 

3.4 Second step (check coordinates of shoulder key points to x-axis directed)  

The process of a sudden fall of a human will change the coordinates of the key 
points of the skeleton. In the event of a fall, the line connecting the shoulder key 
points can be determined by scanning in the direction of the y-axis. The value of the 
x-axis is a straight line between the shoulder points. In the case of standing, there is a 
big difference in the value of the x coordinates, but the y-axis is almost equal. While 
tracing the human skeleton and showing a change in the value of the shoulder y-axis 
in several airless tires, considering that the first condition is met, the result is either 
the fall or the tilt of the person. So, S2 = (x2, y2) represents the right shoulder key 
point, and S5 = (x5, y5) represents the left shoulder. In the case of a fall, y2 > y5 or 
vice versa depending on the direction of the body tilt. 

3.5 Third step (check the distance between the head and floor and that the 
angle is less than 45 degrees) 

The distance between the center of a human head and the floor is considerable 
when standing. During a fall, the body begins to tilt towards the ground. The distance 
between the center of the head and the ground decreases, and the inclination angle 
decreases. Using the 2D distance formula in Equation 1, the distance between the 
center of the head and the ground is determined in Figure 4. The center of the human 
head in the data obtained from the skeleton is S0. The ground is determined based on 
the values of S10 and S13, which represent the position of the points of the ankle of 
the skeleton when standing. Thus, s0 = (x0, y0), s10 = (x10, y10), and s13 = (x13, 
y13) respectively. When standing, the distance between the ground and the feet points 
of the human body is measured. The formula for the distance d, between two points 
whose coordinates are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is: 

 𝑑𝑑 =  | 𝑥𝑥2 –  𝑥𝑥1|  + |𝑦𝑦2 –  𝑦𝑦1|  (1) 
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Fig. 4. Finding the distance between two points 

Where S0 and S10 represent the center of the head and ankle coordinates, respec-
tively. Next, we will construct a right-angled triangle with S1 and S10 or S13 as the 
hypotenuse. That is used to find the angle between the S1 center of shoulders and 
ankle key points S10 or S13, where the angle in standing humans is 45 degrees. When 
a human begins to lean toward a fall, the angle is less than 45 degrees See Figure 5.  

Applying the Pythagorean theorem for the △ABC: 

 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴2 (2) 

Here, the vertical distance between the given points is |y2 − y1| = BC. 
The horizontal distance between the given points is |x2 − x1|= AC. 
And the diagonal distance between the given points = AB.  
To find the angle between the center of the human and the ground on a right trian-

gle, follow these steps: 

1. The two adjacent lines of a right-angled triangle are known as the adjacent and the 
hypotenuse. 

2. To extract the value of the angle using the cosine. 

 cos(θ) = 𝐀𝐀djacent 
𝐇𝐇ypotenuse

  (3) 

3. Using arccosine, find the value of the angle. 
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  (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 5. Calculate the Angle between the Center of the Shoulders and the Ankles. (a) The angle 
between the right ankle and the center of the shoulders. (b) The angle between the left 

ankle and the center of the shoulders 

3.6 Monitoring a human body when standing up after a fall 

Observing the human body after a fall is an important activity. Most fall-down 
analysis research focuses on the fall detection processes. Standing up after a fall is the 
opposite of falling. The only difference is that falling is faster than standing up. It is 
determined that the person has stood up if the coordinates of the center of the head 
with the center of the chest return to the same value as the x-axis and the angle of 
inclination of the centerline is approximately equal to 45 degrees. These conditions 
are based on the tracking algorithm that stored the skeletal information before the fall. 
The objective of determining whether someone can stand up on their own after falling 
is to minimize false alarms, as falls may not result in significant injury. 
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4 Experimental results 

4.1 Data of test description  

The evaluation and the test of our model were based on a sample collected indoors. 
A single Panasonic HC-MDH2 AVCHD camera, recording in Full-HD (1920 x 
1080p), collected the RGB sample. A data set to identify the situation was created that 
simulates the actual reality. The camera was installed on a tripod in an enterprise 
building in our trial setup. Figure 6 shows instances of the three types of postures: 
standing, walking, and falling. Two individuals of varying ages and physical features 
completed each stance. Each posture was collected at two distinct orientations and 
distances from the camera to improve the samples and assess our system's capacity to 
handle size and orientation change. The distances ranged from one to five meters, 
with an orientation angle of 0 to 360 degrees. Falling activities (falling, standing up 
after a fall) and daily actions (walking, standing) were gathered in the experiment. A 
total of 80 activities were recorded, with 60 fall actions and 20 non-falling move-
ments lasting 60-90 seconds each. 400-500 usable video frames were taken as sam-
ples out of each stream. The cases of squatting, bending, and sitting, were not taken 
from the data in the test. Because the third condition of the proposed method requires 
that the distance between the head and the floor be very small, nearly equal to zero, 
those cases mentioned were not distinguished. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 6. Classes of Human Posture (a) The human body in the position of standing. (b) The 
human body in the position of falling. (c) The human body in the position of walking 

4.2 Evaluation metrics 

The fall test shows the following four possible results. The fall event happened in 
the first case, and the proposed method correctly detected the fall. In the second case, 
the fall did not happen, but the method erred in detecting it as a fall. The fall occurs, 
but the method did not recognize it as a fall in the third case. And in the fourth case, 
the fall did not occur, and the method did not detect the fall. TP, FP, TN, and FN are 
the abbreviations for the above four cases. 

True positive (TP): a fall occurs and is detected by the device. 
A false positive (FP) a fall does not occur, but the equipment detects a fall. 
True negative (TN): a fall does not occur, and the equipment does not detect a fall. 
A false negative (FN) a fall occurs but is not detected by the equipment. 
To evaluate the reaction to these four scenarios, two criteria have been presented. 
The ability to detect a fall is referred to as sensitivity: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)

            (4) 

The ability to identify only a fall is known as specificity: 

 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹
(𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇)

 (5) 

Accuracy refers to the ability to distinguish between a fall and no fall: 

 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹)
(𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇+𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹+𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇+𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)

         (6) 

According to the above formulas, the following results were obtained for this pro-
posal, sensitivity (98.7%), specificity (94.6%), and accuracy (97.7%). 
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4.3 Comparison 

Table 1 shows a comparison of various fall detection systems. The OpenPose [12] 
[24] [18] approach is used to recognize the images acquired by the camera, which is 
quick and straightforward and has a wide range of applications in video-based sys-
tems. Vision-based methods are more convenient than other methods. The skeletal 
information of the human body is obtained using OpenPose, which is both easy and 
accurate. Our technology was faster than the three methods because it is easy to per-
form arithmetic operations. The best accuracy was reached, and the experiments 
proved this because it does not depend on a trained data set. Through this comparison, 
it is possible to prove that the proposed method was better than the three mentioned 
methods and the ability to classify the falls in real-time. 

Table 1.  A comparison of our proposed algorithm with existing techniques for fall detection 

 Methods Accuracy (%) 
Sungil Jeong [12] OpenPose + LSTM 98.7% 

Qingzhen Xu [24] OpenPose + Convolutional 
neural network 91.7% 

Weiming Chen [18] OpenPose + 
three thresholds 97% 

Our proposed OpenPose + skeleton + tracking + three conditions 97.8% 

4.4 Analyses of the experimental results 

The viability of the three conditions and final circumstances for standing after a 
fall are examined in this section. The skeleton key points at the x-axis of the center of 
the head and the shoulders of the human body in a standing posture are equal, as 
shown in Figure 7. However, these x and y coordinates will change in the first condi-
tion, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Fig. 7. The key point coordinates of the center of head and shoulders are equal  

 
Fig. 8. The key points coordinates of the center of the head and shoulders change 
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As shown in Figure 9, when a scan is done in the x-direction, it shows the shoulder 
points, and the rest of the connecting points appear in the direction of the y-coordinate 
scan. This arrangement is the case of standing. However, when the body begins to tilt 
towards a fall, the appearance of these connecting points is reversed, as in Figure 10. 

 
Fig. 9. Vector of the scan of the X-axis and Y-axis 

 
Fig. 10. The Change in the direction of the vector when falling 

5 Conclusions  

In an aging society, a fall is one of the most severe public health risks. Fall detec-
tion requires the determination of the features of the fall movement. We present a new 
solution to this problem in this study. First, the data of human joint points are ob-
tained using the OpenPose method to analyze video captured by a surveillance cam-
era. Three criteria are then used to detect the falling motion: checking and detecting 
the center of the head and shoulder direction key points, checking coordinates of 
shoulder key points in the x-axis direction, and a minimum distance between the hu-
man head and the floor with an angle less than 45 degrees. Finally, it detects if the 
subject stands up after the fall. Based on the detection of falls and individuals' circum-
stances, standing up is viewed as a reverse process to falling. Experiments proved that 
this strategy works and that it produces the best results. The accuracy is 97.7 %, the 
sensitivity is 98.7%, and the specificity is 94.6%. 
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